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Title word cross-reference

#9 [Jen11].
$100.00 [Mar19a]. 2^{k-p} [LL16]. 3 [CG16, MQ11, VGS19, ZQ18, ZZD+14].$
$46.36 [Mar19a]. C[0, 1] [BLK19]. C_p [CHS11]. D [ZDH14, LMW19]. G$
[HN18]. I_a [HN18]. k [Wy110]. N [RB10]. P [AGV12].

-Optimality [HN18]. -QPSO [LMW19]. -sample [Wy110]. -Splines
[AGV12]. -Valued [BLK19].

1 [CZ15a]. 10.1007 [Ahm19b]. 10.1007/978 [Ahm19b].
10.1007/978-3-319-91385-8 [Ahm19b]. 11th [Ano11u]. 1st
[Sau10, Sau11, Sau12].
2009 [Cob10]. 2014 [Ano16a]. 2015 [Ano16c]. 2016 [Ano16k, Ano17a, Ano17b]. 2017 [Ano17i]. 2018 [Ano18g]. 2nd [Ahm19b, Ano10s, Ano10g, Ano10n, Ano10o, Ano10i, Ano10l, Ano11d, Ano11p, Ano11h, Ano11j, Ano11i, Ano11c, Ano11k, Ano12n, Ano12i, Ano12c, Ano12d, Ano12p, Ano12o, Guo19, Jar12b, Oli11a, Pfa12, Qia10b, Qu12, Rut12, San11].

33rd [Ano11u]. 39 [Hor11b]. 3rd [Ano12e, Ano12q, Hly11, Mar19b, Ors19].

4th [Ano10r, Ano11g].

5th [Ano12h].

6 [Mar19a].

8 [Ahm19b].

978 [Mar19a]. 978-1-4987-7606-6 [Mar19a]. 978-3-319-91384-1 [Ahm19b]. 978-3-319-91385-8 [Ahm19b, Ahm19b].

Analysing [Hor11a]. Analysis [Ahm19a, ANAC13, AGMRS11, ACH14, Ano10o, Ano10d, Ano10e, Ano11f, Ano11e, Ano11u, Ano12n, Ano12j, Ano12g, Ano12o, BFK+12, Bur10, CMR10, CM17, CJJL14, CCC13, CHWE11, CFF13, CRCH18, DS17, Dav13, EDR16, FK14, Fre12, Fre13, GLLS14, HS14, Hec11, Hly10a, HP12, HJM15, JAP15, Ke10, Ke11a, LKS16, LD11, LSP13, LS13, Lip10b, Lip12a, LWM13, Mag11, MZ13, Mai11, MW19, Mar19a, Nku10, Oli10c, Oli12a, PZQ16, Pie13, PHBF17, Qia10b, Qiu12, Ruk15, SL18, SDR15, WYHT18, WMP18, Wie11, XKHY18, XQW13, XC10, YZW19, YZW19, Yu12, ZHOY13, ZM19, ZCM+18, dCC11, Ano10s, Ano10j, Ano11c, Ano12h, Ano12q, Ano10g, Ano12d, Gho19, Hor10a, Oli10a].

Averaging [Fra19, RKE10]. Award [Ano13b, Ano14a, Choi11, Choi12, Mit10, Ano16k, Ano16a, Ano16c, Ano17i, Ano17b, Ano18g, Bre13, Bre14b, Hla15].

Ano12k, Ano12d, Ano12q, Ano12o, Ano12l, Ano12r, Ano12m, Ano12s, Ano12t, Ano12u, Ano12v, Ano13c, Ano13d, Ano13e, Ano13f, Ano14b, Ano14c, Ano14d, Ano14e, Ano15d, Ano15a, Ano15b, Ano15c, Ano16d, Ano16e, Ano16f, Ano16g, Ano17f, Ano17c, Ano17d, Ano17e, Ano18a, Ano18b].

Book [Ano18c, Atk12, Bai11, Bai12, Ban10b, Ban10a, Ban11, Bar10, Bar11, Bha12, Boo10b, Boo10a, Bur10, BL11, Bur11, Bur12, Bzi11, Cha11, Cha12, Che11c, Che11a, Che11b, Che12a, Che12b, Cin11, Cob10, Esp11, Fot10b, Fot10a, Fre12, Gho10b, Gho10a, Gho11a, Gho11b, Gho12a, Gho19, Gol11b, Gol11a, Gol12c, Gol12b, Gol12a, Gru11, Guo19, Hec10, Hec11, Hey12, Hin11, Hly10a, Hly10b, Hly11, Hly12, Hor10b, Hor10d, Hor10c, Hor10a, Hor11f, Hor11d, Hor11b, Hor11c, Hor11a, Hor11e, Hor12c, Hor12b, Hor12d, Hor12a, Jar12b, Jar12a, Jen10, Jen11, Kat11, Ke10, Ke11a, Kuh10, Laz10, Laz11, Li10, Lip10a, Lip10b, Lip11a, Lip11c, Lip11b, Lip12b, Lip12d, Lip12c, Lip12a, Lip19a, Lip19b, Lip19c, Lip19d, Lip19f].


D [Ano11g, Ano12c, Bai12, Boo10a, Che12b, Fre12, Hey12, Mye12b, Nat12, Qia10b, CG16, MQ11, ZQ18, ZZD+14]. Dale [Ban11, Gho12a]. Damage [YZW19]. Daniel [Ano11i, Mye12c]. Daphne [Bha12]. Darren [Ano12p]. DasGupta [Ano11m, McC12b]. Data [Ano10j, Ano10h, Ano10d, Ano11o, Ano11u, Ano12f, Ano12j, Ano12g, Ano12o, Bai12, BFE+19, BJFB14, BDB15, Bur10, CBBJ18, CM11, CM17, CCC13, CMAC12, eCOP+13, CY17, CRBM19, DGS13, Fre13, GJL15, Ger15, Gho19, GG12, Guo19, Hec11, HM13, HDM+15, Hor10b, Hor11a, HRKV16, HW10, ILS+17, JAP15, JDLH16, JFEH14, JP13, Ke10, Ke11a, Kuh10, LG13, LKS16, LSP13, Lip12a, Lip19b, LCAc13, Mar11, Mar19a, MGSC18, MLBM19, MBR14, NKB14, Nku10,
Oli10c, Oli12a, Par14, PHK^+18, Pen15, Qiu16a, RHK11, RMVH11, RTA11, RV18, SHD18, Sar11, SWW^+16, STZW16, SAR16, SZ19, Sym11, WX10, WYHT18, Wy10, XWL18, XKHY18, XHM^+17, YPS18, YPP19, YT16, ZQ18, ZLD16, ZY17, ZYS15, ZYH14, ZCM^+18, ZWZJ15, Ano10o, Chen12b, Fre12, Gho11b, Gho12a, Gol12c, Kat11, Mai11, McC10, Qia10a, Ano11c.

Data [Par11, Sau10, Sau12]. Data-Centric [Lip19b]. Data-driven [Wy10].

Data-Focused [CCCI3]. Database [SDR15]. Dataset [BFD12].

Datasets [GB18, KH19, NKCB14, ZHOY13]. David [Ano10t, Ano11g, Ano12e, Ano12q, Ano12r, Bai12, Hor10d, Lip11b, Pen10, Qia10a]. Davis [Hor12c, Hor12d].


Degenerate [ZZZ^+15]. Degradation [Ano10e, HDM^+15, Pen15, SYW19, TL16, WX10, WMEW13, VWGR11, XKHY18, YXTS12, YC14, ZY18, ZSGM14]. Degradation-Based [YXTS12].

Degrees [CHKC10]. Deletion [PFF14, RMZ15]. DeMets [Ano11g].


Dependent [GGP10, HRC10, LD11, Liu12]. Depth [HS19, TMAZ18].

Derivative [CHS11, HSL^+13]. Derived [TW12]. Descent [SAH^+17]. Described [CMR10]. Design [AA12, ANAC13, Atk12, BN12, BHGL19, DMW10, DP10, DASS17, EPD18, GJ19, LC15, JLLM^+16, JN17, Jos12a, KJB11, KAT18, KKS^+14, LHTD18, LZ15, MSEA17, Mor15, MGJ141, OW17, PGS11, Pec13, PJW13, PHBF17, RBM08, SD15, Tad13, TW12, TW13, Tan13, Tan15a, XQW13, XDHQ16, ZDH14, RBM11, Ye10, Gol11b, Neu10a, Wie11].

Design-Based [JN17, XDHQ16]. Designed [LACR11]. Designs [ASDMLF16, ACH14, AG12, BMB15, CMAC12, CWW17, DSD12, DASS17, Edw11, ES17, EJLN17, GG12, Got10b, Got10a, Gr614, He19, HN18, HQH16, JN11, Jon13, JSM15, JN16, JN17, JDTW15, JWG^+19, JGBM19, LL16, LMZ19, LMW19, MM19, ME12, Oli10a, PCWW16, Qu10, RB10, SSG15, SGS15, SWWR14, Shc17, Sdc12r, Tan13, TG15, TG17, TG10, VX19, VG19, Wv11, WMT12, Mic10]. Destination [Car14, Haz10].

Destructive [XXHY18]. Detecting [RMZ15, RV18, ZDD^+14]. Detection [AHS16, BFET^+19, BVW10, BH13, FQ18, Fra19, GWN13, Han10, JFJ^+19, KQ14, KRSA15, LMT14, NHB^+13, SB10, Ste10h, TMHH17, WB18, YPS17, YZW12].

Deteriorating [YXTC14]. Deterministic [HS14, JWG^+19, RHK11, Tan17]. Development [And11, Mor15].


HRSV16, LS13, LMS15, Mar11, PTZ19, Pie13, PH16, SL18, WSZ14, YPS18, ZHOY13, ZLD16, ZWJ15. **Dimensions** [QLS+19]. **Dimitris** [Hor12d]. **Dirk** [Ano10n]. **Discovering** [SAR16]. **Discrete** [Ano12c, GJ10, HEM10a, HEM10b, Kle13, LMW19, MW19, O’C10, SF10, Sin10, WAC10]. **Discrete-Event** [Kle13]. **Discrete-Use** [GJ10, HEM10a, HEM10b, O’C10, SF10, Sin10, WAC10]. **Discriminant** [CHWE11, MZ13, ZM19, ZS15]. **Discrimination** [WZ19]. **Discussion** [Han10]. **Disease** [Hor11d, Li10]. **Disparate** [SHD18]. **Dispersion** [HL17, TL16]. **Distance** [CYZ17, GJL15, GAZ15, HS16, HS17, JK11, WZ19]. **Distributed** [AS16]. **Distribution** [AMY14, Ap12, BJFB14, CM17, CZZ16, CY17, HRC10, Oli12b, WW18, Zha10, ZTEM17]. **Distribution-Free** [BJFB14, CM17, CZZ16]. **Distributions** [BJFB14, CM14, DNV16, FNL11, KRSW19, WJY10, Gho11a, Pen10]. **Dmytro** [Mye11c]. **Do** [DM12, Jos12b, Lee12, OW12, SJ12]. **Dobson** [Hor11a]. **Doganaksoy** [Neu10b]. **Dol** [Jos12b, Lee12, OW12, Jos13, SJ12]. **Doll** [DM12]. **Dominating** [Gro14]. **Donald** [Hor12c]. **Dongchu** [Ano10p]. **Down** [XTP17]. **Downscaling** [MKBN19]. **Drăghici** [Ano12o]. **Draief** [Lip11a]. **Driven** [JY15, WY11]. **Drton** [Hor11b]. **Dudley** [Ano11n]. **Dudoit** [Ano12l]. **Durrett** [Laz10]. **Dynamic** [Ano19b, AGMRS11, CJL14, Ger15, HM13, HD+15, LQ14, PTZ19, QX14, QZ18, RKE10, TCL16, TC17, YR11, ZY18, Goli12c]. **Dziga** [Lip19c].

e-book [Ahm19b, Mar19a]. **Early** [SB10, XHX17]. **Early-Warning** [XHX17]. **Easley** [Lip11b]. **Ecology** [Hor12a, Mye12c, Oli10b]. **Econometric** [Ban11]. **Econometrics** [Hor10d]. **Economic** [Lip19f, McC10]. **Economics** [Mye12a]. **Economy** [Nat12]. **Ecosystems** [XMM16]. ed [Ahm19b, Ano10s, Ano10g, Ano10r, Ano10u, Ano10o, Ano10i, Ano10l, Ano11d, Ano11p, Ano11g, Ano11j, Ano11i, Ano11c, Ano11k, Ano12h, Ano12m, Ano12ro, Ano12q, Guo19, Hly11, Jar12b, Mar19b, Oli11a, Ors19, Pfa12, Qia10b, Qu12, Rut12, San11, Sna10, Sna11, Sna12, Ano13j, Ano14h]. **Edition** [Ano12g, Ano12i, Ano12c, Ano12p, Ano12o]. **Editor** [Qu15, ANAC14, Ch11, Chi12b, Ch13, Con10, Ap17, E19, Qiu14, Qiu16b, Ste10a]. **Editorial** [Ano10v, Ano11v, Ano12b, Ano12w, Ano13g, Ano14g, Ano15c, Ano16i, Ano16h, Ano17b, Ano17g, Ano18d, Ano19d, Ano19b, CJDN15, Ch12a, Edi15]. **Educational** [Ano10p]. **Edward** [Mye11b]. **Effect** [Bag10]. **Effective** [XHX17]. **Effects** [Ap10, CMS10, DLY+17, ES17, HLC17, Hof10, Kat11, LRL+12b, LRL+12a, MGJ14, Oli10b, Pen15, QZW10a, QZW10b, SGC14, Tsu10, WBD10]. **Efficiency** [Ban10a]. **Efficient** [BGMA14, CMA12, CW16, CSM18, EDLN17, FNL11, JN11, KMQ18, SH14, ZM19, ZWZ15]. **Eigenvalues**
Exponential-Dispersion [TL16]. Exponential-Linear [ZDH14].
Exposure [JLLM+16]. Extensions [CZ15a, Oli10b]. Extrema [AGRI19].
Extreme [Wad16, Jar12a].

Factor [AGMRS11, AG12, Bag10, C JL14, ES17, Grö14, LMZ19, Tad13,
WMT12, ZX17]. Factorial [DASS17, EDR16, Fra19, Grö14, LMZ19, RB10,
SGS15, TG10, Van10, WMT12]. Factorial-Based [DASS17].

Fabrizio [Ahm10]. Facing [SB10]. Fellow [Ats17, EDR16, Fra19, Gro14, LMZ19, RB10,
SGS15, TG10, Van10, WMT12]. Factorial-Based [DASS17].


Festschrift [Ano10q, Hor10d]. Fetus [JLLM+16]. Fibrous [GLLS14].

Filling [DSD12, JGBM19]. Film [Lip19c]. Filter [HGL+13, Filtering [Hau19a, SPS18]. Filzmoser [Lip10b]. Finance [Ano10e, Hor10a, Jar12b, Jar12a, Ors19].


Forecasting [AGMRS11, HLSR15]. Forensic [LM13]. Forest [Mye12b].


Functional [Ano12]. CM14, DGS13, Dri10, EPD18, GJL15, GAZ15, Ger15, HS19, HJM15, Mai11, MGSC18, SZ19, SCG14, Tan18, YPS18, YZW12.
ZCG\textsuperscript{+}16, ZSGM14, ZCM\textsuperscript{+}18, Bur10]. Functions
[CBD\textsuperscript{+}17, JWF\textsuperscript{W}19, MGSC18, WHQ18]. Fund [Mye11a]. Fundamentals
[Cin11, Ano11g, McC12b, Oli11a]. Furberg [Ano11g]. Fused [SWF16].
Fusion [HLSR15, NKC14]. Future [ML16].

G [Ano10k, Ano12q, Ano16k, Ano18g, Bai11, Bre13, Bre14b, Bur10,
BL11, Che12b, Gho12b, Hia15, Hor11a, Oli10a, Oli10b, Sar11]. Galin
[Che12a]. Gamma [AMY14, Liu12, WW18, YXTC14]. Gamst [Oli10a].
[Mye11a]. Gil [Ano12q]. Given [WB18]. Graham [Che12a]. Gile<br>
Main-Effect [Bag10]. Maintainability [CMR10]. Maintenance [ZX17].
Making [Ano11f, Lip19f, Hor10b]. Maller [Ano11l]. Malley [Che12b].
Malware [KRSA15]. Management [Ano10o, GJ10, HEM10a, HEM10b,
HeC11, O'C10, SF10, Sin10, WAC10, Mye11a, Wu12]. Managers [McC12a].
Mantovan [Ano12f]. Manufacturing [DJ15, SHD18, dCC11]. Mapping
[Li10]. Maraschinghe [Ke11a]. Marco [Ban10b]. Marcus [Fot10a].
Malware [KRSA15]. Management [Ano10o, GJ10, HEM10a, HEM10b,
HeC11, O'C10, SF10, Sin10, WAC10, Mye11a, Wu12]. Managers [McC12a].
Mantovan [Ano12f]. Manufacturing [DJ15, SHD18, dCC11]. Mapping
[Li10]. Maraschinghe [Ke11a]. Marco [Ban10b]. Marcus [Fot10a].
An overview of the document is as follows:

**Oberwolfach** [Hor11b]. **Object** [Par14]. **Objectivity** [Ano10k]. **Observational** [Gol11b, Nat12]. **Observations** [LZH18, ML16, Pie13, YZW12]. **Observing** [MKB19]. **Ogunnaike** [Cin11]. **Oliver** [Hor11e]. **Oliver** [Gho11a]. **One** [AG12, Hof10, HRV19, ZC18]. **One-Sided** [Hof10, ZC18]. **Online** [JDLH16, LMS15, NHB+13, RKE10, SWW+16, XWL18, ZWZJ15]. **Only** [YT16]. **Onset** [VWGR11]. **Operating** [Gho10a]. **Oppenlander** [Wlu12]. **Optimal** [ASDMLF16, BMB15, Edw11, GJ19, HN18, LMW19, MGJ14, PS17, Q10, SRZ+19, Tad13, ZHOY13, ZDH14, AA12, Atk12, Gho10b]. **Optimality** [HN18]. **Optimization** [AS16, CW16, CL16, FD15, GGL+16a, HTW17, LACR11, MW19, PGRC13a, SCH17, SRZ+19, TW12, YPP19]. **Optimizing** [PCWW16]. **Optimum** [SNM10, TL16]. **Option** [Hor10a]. **Order** [Lip12b]. **Ordered** [TS16]. **Ordinal** [CRCH18, dMvW10]. **Ordinary** [LZW15]. **Organization** [Ano11u]. **Orientation** [SGH13]. **Orientations** [DNV16, SWW+18]. **Origin** [Car14, Haz10, Sen11]. **Origin-Destination** [Car14, Haz10]. **Orthogonal** [Bag10, Edw11, HQH16, MSE17, SSG15, SGS15, VGS19]. **Orthogonalizing** [XDHQ16]. **Orthonormal** [Tan15a]. **Other** [CHK10, KSB16, Pie13]. **Outbreak** [SB10]. **Outcomes** [EDR16]. **Outdoor** [HDM+15]. **Outlier** [YZW12]. **Outliers** [Far14, HS19, HRSV16, HRV19, PD11]. **Output** [Dri10, JDLH16, LZ16, Tan18]. **Outputs** [GBH+13, HLW16, Mor12]. **Over-Specified** [CBD+17]. **Overview** [Lip19d]. **Owen** [Ng11]. **Packet** [PGS11]. **Packets** [Mal19]. **Packing** [He19]. **Pair** [The13]. **Pairwise** [FP17, LZ16, LZH18]. **Pajevic** [Che12b]. **Palumbo** [Ano11e]. **Panel** [BFE+19]. **Paola** [Ano10p]. **Pap** [Ano10f]. **PAPERS** [Ano13h]. **Paradis** [Ano12d]. **Parallel** [eCOP+13, CGB+14, GACH10]. **Parameter** [Got10b, Got10a, HLBS19, She17, TW13, Tan15a, WC12, XC10, ZC18]. **Parameterized** [CHK10]. **Parameters** [Ruk15, SNM10, ZDH14]. **Parametric** [ZTEM17, ZYH14, dCCT15]. **Pareto** [CYZ17, KRSW19, LACR11, LCAc13, Zha10]. **Partial** [Ahm19e, CS16, Lip12b, ZL17]. **Particle** [LPVW13, LMW19, SPS18]. **Particles** [ASDMLF16, ZZD+14]. **Partition** [GLLS14]. **Partition-Based** [GLLS14]. **Partitioning** [CHK10, MLF+16]. **Path** [Ahm19e]. **Pathways** [Par14]. **Patil** [Nat12, Lip12b]. **Paul** [Ano12e, Bar10, Gol11b, Lip12c, Sym11]. **PCA** [HRSV16, HRV19, MGSC18]. **Peaks** [KRSW19]. **Pearl** [Ano10i]. **Penalized** [FPG19, GFK+18, HLBS19]. **Performance** [AS16]. **Periodic** [SHG12]. **Permutation** [Gui18]. **Permutations** [LL16, WHQ18]. **Perret** [Sea11a]. **Perspective** [EDR16, Gle13, Ban10b]. **Perturbation** [Lu11]. **Peter** [Ano11f, Ano11i, Atk12, Ban10a, Bur12, Che11a, Che11b, HeC10, Hey12, Lip10b, Nku10]. **Pfaff**
[KMM11, WYJ10]. right-censored [WYJ10]. Rimas [Ano11n]. Rinaldo
[Ano12]. Risk [Hor12b, Mye11c, Ahm19b]. Risks [SS15, YXTS12]. Robert
[Bzi11, Gol11c, Neu11, Ng11, Qu11, Sau11, Van10]. Roberto [Cha12].
Robinson [Mye12b, Ng11]. Robust [AMY14, BN12, CRW18, CFF13, DMW10, Far14, FD15, Got10b, Got10a, JFWF19, LSP13, MW19, Mar11, ME12, SD12, She17, SdCR12, SD15, TW12, TW13, Tan15a, TSH15, Ano11k].
Robustness [JGBM19]. ROC [Qia10a]. Rogantin [Ano10f]. Rojo
Rongling [Che11c]. Rosen [Fot10a, GLLS14]. Rosenbaum [Gol11b].
Rosenblatt [Hor12d]. Ross [Ano11l]. Ronald [Cha11]. Rongling [Che11c]. Rosenbaum [Gol11b].
Rongling [Che11c]. Rosenbaum [Gol11b].
Rongling [Che11c]. Rosenbaum [Gol11b].
Rongling [Che11c]. Rosenbaum [Gol11b].
Rongling [Che11c]. Rosenbaum [Gol11b].
Rongling [Che11c]. Rosenbaum [Gol11b].
S [Ahm10, Ano10e, Bur10, Oli10a, Pfa12, Sar11]. Salmaso [Ano10p].
Samaniego [Gru11]. Sample [McC12c, SNM10, Wy110]. Samples
[QAHS14, SHD18, KMM11]. Sampling [CBC15, JWG19, LVBI3, Laz11, LQ14, LZ15, LMS15, Nat12, QWKR14, SH14, XWL18, WYJ10, Esp11, Ng10].
Sandrine [Ano12]. Sara [Ano12a]. Sarkar [Kuh10]. SAS
[Ano11o, Sau11, Sea1a, Sea12, Ke11b, Gho10a, Ng12, Oli10a, Hec11, Ke11a].
SAS/IML [Sea11a, Sea12]. SAS(R) [Bzi11, Rut12]. Satellite [ZCW19].
Saunders [ZLD16]. Saveliev [Oli10b]. Sawitzki [Boo10b]. Scalable [GB18].
Scale [EW10, HLP13, HP12, NHQ17, RTA11]. Scaled [CS16]. Scan
[NHB13, Nag11]. Scheme [LQ14, STZW16]. Schemes [FNL11, JN16].
Schinazi [Ano12]. Schlagmann [Hec10]. Schmee [Wlu12]. Schmid
[Len1]. Schreiber [Ke11b]. Science [Ahm19b, DNV16, Ano10k, Hor11c].
Sciences [Ahm19c, Lip12a, Lip19b, Mye12a, Mag11, Mye12a]. Scientific
[Hor12b, Ng11]. Scott [Che11a]. Screening
[ACH14, BGMA14, DWD14, JN16, JN17, LSP13, MCE17, MDS12, QX14, Qu10, SWWR14, WB11, ZHOY13]. Search [GH16, Jon13, WB11]. Season
[NAEK15]. Seasonal [AGMRS11, Hor11a]. Secch [Ano12f]. Second
[Ano12g]. Sectional [ZZD14]. Selected
[Ano11n, Ano11l, Ano11m, Ano12k, Ano12l, Ano12m, Hor12c, Hor12d].
Selecting [LCAC13, MCE17]. Selection [AGV12, BLK19, Fra19, HLBS19, LJ17, LJ14, PFR15, SWM13, TW13, Wad16, WB11, ZLD16, Lip10a]. Self
[STZW16]. Self-Starting [STZW16]. Semifoldover [Edw11]. Seminars
[Hor11b]. Semi-parametric [LZW15, SDR15, XHY18, YXT14]. Seneta
[Ano11l]. Sense [Hor10b]. Sensing [NKCB14, ZCW19]. Sensitivity
[FK14, LWM13, MDS12]. Sensitivity-Based [MDS12]. Sensor
[JDLH16, PFR15, ZS15]. Sensory [Hor11e]. Sentiment [Tad13].
Separation [BWMG14]. Sequences [AHS16, SHG12]. Sequencing
[WHQ18]. Sequential
Truncated [ZSGM14]. Tukey [CRW18]. Tunable [PGRC13a, TQW13]. Tuning [HLBS19]. Turbines [PHD16]. Tutz [Ano10q].

Twitter [Tad13, XMM16]. Two [CGR+15, Edw11, ES17, EJLN17, FQ18, Grö14, HL17, MSE17, MDS12, PCWW16, SWW+18, SdCR12, SNM10, TBM15, THS15, Van10, VX19, VGS19, WMT12, Zha11].

Two-Dimensional [CGR+15]. Two-Factor [ES17, Grö14, WMT12].


Type [KMM11, WYJ10]. Types [SDR15].

U [Hly10a]. Ultrasonic [LMT14]. Unbalanced [Hof10]. Uncertainties [AGRI19].


Use [GJ10, HEM10a, HEM10b, HM10, O’C110, SF10, Sin10, WAC10]. Use-Rate [HM10]. Used [Bre14a]. Users [XMM16, Gol11c, Rut12, Saul11]. Using [Ano11o, Ano12o, AGV12, Bai12, CRW18, Che11b, EDR16, FPG19, GBH+13, LC15, GW13, HRC10, HCT17, HGL+13, JFF+19, JDLH16, JWF19, Jos12a, JTW15, JW+19, KMQ18, KRSA15, Ke10, Ke11b, KZS+18, LVB13, LMT14, LQ14, LZ16, LMZ19, LD11, Lip19f, LCAc13, MMD14, MBR14, Ng11, OY17, OW17, Par14, Pfa12, PCWW16, PSR17, PHD16, Sar11, SCH17, She17, SYW19, SdCR12, TAN15a, TL19, WND+18, XMM16, XTP17, XC10, YCZ17, ZHOY13, ZCM+18, BLK19]. Utility [WHQ18]. Utilizing [LACR11].


Variable [AGV12, BN12, BLK19, KSB16, MZ15, WSZ14, ZLD16].

Variables [HLLY16, Lip19a, Pen15, ZCW19]. Variance [MGJ14, Oli10a].

Variation [HS19, SAR16]. Variational [LAMO+16]. Variations [Mic10].

Varmuza [Lip10b]. Varying [DSM13, GAZ15, KL17, Mor12, NSS11, STZW16]. Vector [Hor11f, NS15].


Very [NKCB14]. Via [HN18, YPP19, CRR+15, CM14, Fra19, HTW17, MGSC18, PDR15, PT14, RKE10, YPS17, YPS18, ZLD16].

Vicente [Gho12a].
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